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Introductions + plan for session

● your name
● your role/organisation
● where are you, and 

what can you see from 
where you are

● what (and what not)
● when (and when not)
● why (policy context)
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In the chat box - introductions.Many exercises we can do to introduce ourselves, and I would do something different in person - but it’s nice to include something inclusive that everyone can answer - remember people are not just the job hats they wear - it avoids ‘us and them’ in meetings where citizens are present by just focusing on job titles. I can share lots more examples of in-person introductions if people would like those resources.



The What
Co-production...
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- what is co-production?



What are we talking about?
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On one side we have citizens doing community-led action (grassroots campaigns, community groups, centres) and on the right - organisations working collaboratively across sectors. These things are both good but neither are co-production - co-production exists where people and professionals come together. �It’s important to note our use of language here - it’s been narrowed down to ‘people and professionals’ so it fits into the circle, but it’s better to think of it as  ‘people who provide a service’ and people receiving a service, rather than ‘professionals’ because as individuals sometimes we access/use a service, sometimes we’re providing one - we wear different hats at different times in our lives - maybe even in one day. It’s not us and them.In the context of public services: co-pro an asset-based approach that enables people providing and people receiving services to share power and responsibility, and work together in equal, reciprocal and caring relationships. It creates opportunities for people to access support when they need it, and to contribute to social change.�We need to be clear on what co-production is and what it isn’t - Co-production is not collaboration (which there is a place for) but it’s not about pushing it on volunteers, rather about playing to people’s strengths - we’ll talk more about this shortly.Let me share a quick EXAMPLE��Elderly lady who used to go to doctors everyday; she’d get up, go to the surgery, sit and wait. She wouldn’t see anyone else all day - it was the only social contact she had. ��Through some community connectors (part of time credits project) she got involved in a community coffee morning. Made friends - got knitting - met local people. 6 months later when someone asked if she still went to the doctor regularly she said ‘Oh I haven’t got time to go the doctors!’ because she was part of a community. Sometimes it feels as though public services have to be all things to all people, but in this case, the community network kicked in and addressed the issue. Communities are good at some stuff, professionals are good at some stuff. Co-production says ‘Let’s use them for what they’re good at’ - this benefits everyone. Communities are good at looking after people, which is beneficial for primary care because then doctors can see people who are sick, not lonely. Move towards social prescribing.



people centred work across silos outcomes focused

trusted relationships from delivering to enabling

5 co-production principles
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This is where I give the disclaimer that I can’t give a recipe for co-production, if you follow this process you’ll be doing it- it is more a mindset than a toolkit of techniques but I can give you these principles and if you keep them at the centre, you won’t be going far wrong. Let’s unpack them:People-centered: Value all participants and build on their strengths. Believing that everyone has something to offer  - it’s often assumed that if you’re ‘vulnerable’ you’ve only got needs - this isn’t the case, we should see people as whole, not one-dimensional users of a service.Explain ‘nothing about us without us’. (roots in disability rights movement - individual and policy) If you’re not at the table, you’re probably on the menu (representation) Value everyone in your team and model that behaviour with people you support. Don’t forget about people who are delivering the service - that’s just as important.��You can certainly be person-centered (as many of you undoubtedly are) and not do co-production, but you can’t do co-production without being person-centered. ��Be asset based and build on what’s positive, don’t start with/focus on negatives/deficits/what’s missing. Start with what’s in front of you.�Work across silos - it’s too easy to stay in our own areas of service provision and expertise but there is so much to learn from each other. Today for example we have people from advice centres and a range of small not-for-profits working with different client groups but there is so much value in working together because there is so much to learn through the transferable experience in other sectors. �The biggest silo is professionals vs. citizens - we need to blur the boundaries a bit if we want real change. About developing networks of support - eg. how can you as attendees be a network of support?  Draw on each other and cross boundaries. �Being outcomes focussed. This is about doing what matters for the people involved and those receiving help. Definition-wise- outputs is what we do and what we can count (how many clients we’ve seen) where outcomes is the difference it makes to people’s lives. If it doesn’t make a difference, what’s the point? We need to find out what matters or we might not be achieving the right thing. �Key here is not to make assumptions. Eg. in health the outcome = preserve life, but in palliative care, they ask people what they need - they might tell you something different ie. what they actually want which is not what you expect.��It’s about everyone not just the end-user. People who work in public services are usually not doing it for money and fame, but because we want to make a difference - let’s try and meet that outcome as well. �Building trusted relationships. This underpins all of the principles. You can’t do the others without this. This starts with believing we have the same vision and desire to get a positive outcome, finding common ground and sharing power. Key part of what you already do - organisations like you will already have trusted relationships. Work with people willing to work with you - push at open doors.A note on trust - if in the process of doing in-person (or online) sessions which might get a bit ‘shouty’ or where yo uexpect pushback/criticism - go in pairs (debrief) Always follow up, keep showing up. People will be surprised that you keep turning up after they’ve criticised you and this builds trust.�Leslie Knope ‘What I hear when I’m being yelled at, is people caring really loudly at me’As professionals, we need to shift our perspective and believe that people can be change-makers, and organisation become enablers of change rather than people holding all the answers. This is a nudge to organisations - enable a voice - ask, how can we support you?As I said, co-production is a journey - can’t give a process because it’s a mindset/way of thinking about what you do. But broadly - if you check against these principles and you’ll be on the right path.  
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Tirelessly enthusiastic public servant leslie knope  - chair town meetings where people just shout at her about the state of the parks 



Ladder of participation
(Arnstein, 1969)
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Sherry Arnstein 1969 http://www.citizenshandbook.org/arnsteinsladder.htmlMay have seen this ladder developed by Sherry Arnstein who was looking at relationships between citizens and the state - educating/coercion at bottom, co-production/co-design at the top.�In Ladder - problem is stacked ladder suggests you should be striving towards the top.However, conversations about co-production need a little more nuance, instead, it should be a…



A revised ladder of participation
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...spectrum. Doing to/for/with is a spectrum. Sometimes to/for is the right approach. Eg. not going to co-produce journey of care for someone having a heart attack - or giving someone legal advice (they need an expert) BUT the problem is when they’re used indiscriminately as a blanket approach. Eg. It’s not wrong to make a phone call for someone, but aim to use ‘with’ wherever possible. �What approach we take should be context appropriate. Don’t rely on the default of doing to/for. to/for = easier & cheaper & we can plan it upfront and cost ahead whereas ‘with’ is more moveable and funders want certainty about numbers.  We need to check in as to ‘why’ we are doing to and if it is the right approachWe are trying to move our practice from left to right. Most importantly meet people where they are - people’s lives aren’t linear, they are messy, they move and change. Listen to people’s needs. Might then come back to helping re-design services for others - but then life happens and they drop out - that’s fine! Invite them into the co-production conversation and let them choose.Done well, consultation can be great - but don’t do it badly - a lot of services/professionals consult but do what they’re going to do anyway. Eg. Galbalfa - changing the layout. 90% said no. And it makes everyone more annoyed at the roundabout than if they hadn’t consulted.��Time for case studies - Did anything stand out? Comments? Surprising? Learning point? Great? Terrible? Why did you like or not like them? 



When (and when not)
Co-production...



Pyramid of relevance
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Pyramid of relevance - this is about engaging people in meaningful way and acknowledging that we need to meet people’s needs first or they won’t care. ��The base of the pyramid is people’s own priorities, i.e. people they know/care about - friends/family (people we’re willing to go out of our way for). Second slice of pyramid is people who respond to call to get involved with people outside own family, maybe local community and neighbourhood. Then top slice is people who might get involved at a higher level eg. sitting on a board or being involved in strategic decisions - key is knowing when not to do it  - it’s about meeting people where they are.Start where people are, and accompany them as they grow in confidence (and trust!) to take on more of a voice at strategic level.Make it sustainable by growing them through the system and watch people grow in seeing their worth. If people are thrown in at the deep end they won’t have the confidence to make a valid contribution and will drop out- this can be misinterpreted as lack of interest. Eg. putting a housing tenant on the board out of the blue- they will drop out because they’ve been set up to fail.Pyramid represents the number of people you are likely to have at every level. Not everyone will be interested in how they shape the service. Not everyone will be interested at strategic level. More than one person at each level is ideal - a group is good - don’t put it all on one person. Provide ways to feed into meetings, eg. forums where people can discuss what they want to take forward. Don’t expect one person to ‘represent’.Make board meetings accessible if you’re going to invite people- don’t set them up to fail  - dont plonk someone on a board out of the blue. Build the relationships - make them see their voice is held in regard. Grow the trust. Note for policy bods - if you are at strategic level - you have a part to play even though you’re not in contact with SUs - you are creating an environment - powerful.Overall, don’t force people -  but do open the door - give opportunity and significantly - support.



A quick detour through 
complexity theory
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Bear with me - it’s relevant! New-ish academic theory looking at the ‘shape of challenges’ and appropriate response to them. Simple - aka obvious. eg . Cake  Documented process. Plan up front. Don’t need much training. Predictable. Linear (if you do things in the right order, you’ll get the right result) End point you can sign off. Don’t need a lot of skills. Cake might not be the best at first but it’ll get better.Complicated- Like building a rocket - a lot of cakes together. Still have a documented process. Still plan up front - need more expertise, more training, maybe some rocket scientists, space engineers - but can recruit to your team or buy the expertise in. Still linear, still predictable. the same process applied to the same problem will always work (so I’m told)Complex - Also known as wicked problems. In which the solution, and the practices which lead to it, emerge. While it’s possible to think of examples of what a solution might look like, attempting to create that solution usually creates unexpected side-effects; other problems or unintended consequences that might need to be solved. Cause and effect are only correlated in retrospect; you can see how you got there, but you couldn’t possibly have predicted it. This is the domain of “wicked” problems that tend to resist being easily solved with expertise.Eg. Raising a child. No one has a documented process (though there are books!) No one has the one answer even though it’s been done a million times. First born doesnt work for next child. No definitive answer. Reason is every single human is a networked adaptive system - networked to loads of other people. When you put us with others, things change. We are complex as individuals but put us in community - even more complex.�In complexity: everything exists in relation to everything else and relationships are the operating principle so where complicated is about stuff - complex is about relationships and people’s lives challenges/things like poverty, loneliness, democracy, substance misuse.Reason for looking at complexity is (promised we’d get there!) you don’t have to co-produce everything! In fact you shouldn’t co-produce everything! Co-production is perfect for complex problems. But don’t apply it to linear (simple/complicated) problems.The challenge with complex problems is our desire to want to control everything, which is difficult in complexity so be prepared to be flexible. Don’t plan everything up front - don’t plan how you are going to solve the problem -just get people in as early as possible and go from there.In complexity, there is no ‘best practice’ - we have best practice for a cake and for a rocket but complexity is an emergent practice. Good practice in one place won’t be exactly the same for you so you can’t transfer a solution from somewhere else. Someone else did something that worked, it doesn’t mean it will work for you, you need to find out as you go. But you can transfer the questions they asked, not the answers. For completion -there’s also crisis (flooding - SOP) chaotic (no clear path) eg. government at the beginning of corona virus eg. this is support for business - ‘you forgot about the freelancers’ so they adapted. Takeaway: Don’t have to do co-production with everyone and everything and all the time. simple/complicated/linear - don’t bother. Pick a complex problem, start in one corner and see how it goes. 



Beware (of being reductive)
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Not either/or, black/white - can’t always fit in one box. Building a hospital building (linear) but need to know how people will engage with it (complex)Eg. A building typically linear - physics and gravity - people tell you how they use the space and how they feel welcome.Eg. Advice services- have to do in a certain way because it’s regulated, needs to be accurate and safe. However- how/where in order to get the advice. How do you want the building to feel? How the experience should be? That’s complex.  CAB- logo looked like DWP which put people off.



Why?
Co-production...



The context: 
business as usual no longer suitable

Social Value Act (England)
Community Empowerment Act (Scotland)
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- Bad help (How we help each other matters) - it’s the right thing to do (vs professional gift model, receiver powerless to direct their support) Public services have created a cycle of dependency we need to move towards a more empowering approach-  Austerity- We simply can’t afford not to do it (BUT it’s not *just* about saving money) (austerity context - going to be in a recession post-covid) �- Failure demand - for a long time, eligibility threshold kept getting higher because we have fewer resources - people have to get into crisis before they can get help. System itself is putting more pressure on people/citizens, also the social context of aging/changing population- Legislative context - we have to do it by law in Wales -it’s a requirement. Other models England/Scotland not as robust) 



In action: case studies
Co-production...
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That’s all quite theoretical - let’s look at a case study to add some colour CASE STUDY - FALMOUTH over 3 years.



Falmouth Connecting Communities
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This is a story about Beacon Estate in Falmouth - loads of problems (listed in slide) - equivalent of Tower Hamlets or Tottenham��Learning points�In face of impossibly demanding case-load, health visitor called Hazel could see a better way - but saw someone needed to drive it. She asked the community if they wanted to get involved with a community-led projectOnly 5 families said yes - first learning point - is work with those who’ll work with you. Listening forum with 2 circles of chairs. Police, ambulance, fire, social services, probation, council - (everyone who should be supporting the community but wasn’t) What life was like for them - Services had to listen. No right to respond.Event was horrible - but services needed to hear it and it established a baseline.Services realised they were never in the same room together, so they started to create networks and opportunities.�Lots more meetings - kept working together - lots of things happened (Read the full study). - one of the things was: they asked the kids what they wanted. They said they wanted a street dance group. �Planned for resilience. �Huge amount happened that we don’t have time to go into the details, so we have to skip to the end. �Kids had to turn up at rehearsals or they let the team down - they worked as a team. Started turning up to school. Stopped smoking. Asthma went down.�



Falmouth Connecting Communities
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OUTCOMES - show stats - speak for themselves.��Important thing - they asked what’s important to the kids THEN the outcomes happened. Didn’t start trying to reduce asthma, started by asking what mattered. Solutions WILL improve the neighbourhood. It WILL come around to strategic principles but you can’t start there. Trust that the individual conversations will come around. Time consuming - Trust the process.�



Falmouth Connecting Communities
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Note on cost - if services had to provide every activity itself it would have saved spending £3.8 - £6.4 on every pound to get the same result - this doesn’t even include social investment. The Beacon project became a national flagship for resident-led community renewal and health improvement.Hazel: “Health creation is the enhancement in health & wellbeing that occurs when individuals & communities achieve a sense of mastery & control over their own lives & immediate environment”�People telling a different story about what’s possible for them - dance group named themselves TR14ers- a postcode they were once stigmatised for being a part of, they were now proud of. ��The example is to inspire you - but also show it works on all levels.



• empowerment and ownership
• improved health and well-being
• stronger, more cohesive communities

• more relevant and effective services
• happier, more fulfilled staff

• healthier organisations
• sustainability and value for money 

It works on all levels
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Equity and diversity
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Diversity is important- we need voices around the table. Reminder - one size doesn’t fit all - equality of opportunity is not the same for everyone - Empower people to participate in  a way that works for them - even if uncomfortable for us. 



What’s next?
Co-production...
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OVerall - You are all probably doing this to an extent already - many of you are very connected to your service users so it’s not a huge culture change - you just might not call it co-production - that’s fine, as long as you’re doing it - and maybe after today do it more in ways you hadn’t thought of. Might help you write better bids and do more of what you already do, but.. Possibly you’ve thought ‘we don’t co-produce as well as we should’ and perhaps explore how you can do a bit more of what you want to be doing. Asking yourselves and one another - ‘do we know what’s best for people? Should we at least question this?’This is a framework of how to do this in everything that you do. Or could you do it differently in some areas? CAB RCT example - can’t co-produce everything but can on specifics (eg. colour of forms, waiting room etc) It's about finding the "right" way to have the conversation also - if you do it at the end of your advice session there's a power imbalance (they're in the "client" role still) so it's also about engineering opportunities for a more open conversation. Things to think aboiut.



Stay in the loop
Co-production knowledge base

www.copronet.wales
hello@copronet.wales
@copronetwales

eleanor.barrow@lawworks.org.uk
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Also stay in touch with each other- - create networks of support. 

http://www.copronet.wales
mailto:hello@copronet.wales
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